Multi-ECU Over-the-Air Software Updates for Connected Vehicles

Increasing Dependency and Complexity

An increasing dependency on software, electronic control units (ECUs), and microprocessors to power modern vehicle systems and features—combined with the rising intricacy and complexity of managing software updates and data collection for millions of vehicles around the world—calls for an automotive grade combination of high performance telematics processors backed by a robust over-the-air (OTA) software and data management solution.

Efficient, Secure, Scalable Multi-ECU OTA Software Updates

Airbiquity® and STMicroelectronics (ST) joined forces to make this a reality by integrating Airbiquity’s OTAmatic® software and data management offering into ST’s Smart Gateway Platform Board (SGP) serving as a primary ECU/OTA gateway for efficient, secure, and scalable multi-ECU software updates and data collection. This demonstration highlights the interoperability between Airbiquity’s cloud-based OTA service delivery capability and ST’s combination of performance MPU (Telemaco3P) and scalable MCU (SPC58) supporting multiple embedded ECUs for a variety of automotive software update campaign scenarios, and automaker and automotive supplier OTA use cases.

Airbiquity OTAmatic securely orchestrates and automates connected vehicle software update and data management campaigns from the cloud. OTAmatic provides a sophisticated back-end service delivery management capability with highly refined vehicle and device targeting, discrete policy and privacy controls, customizable consumer communications, and solution deployment option flexibility. OTAmatic also features an edge analytics framework supporting upgradeable data analytics modules and enhanced multi-layer cybersecurity protection via integration of the compromise-resilient Uptane Security Framework.

ST SGP combines the strength of 2 families of automotive microcontrollers and microprocessors that support safety, strong security with eHSM, and qualified Automotive Grade 2 (-40/+105°C). ST’s SPC58 scalable microcontrollers provide embedded RAM and NVM, high vehicle connectivity, and low power operations. Telemaco3P processors provide high bandwidth connectivity interfaces (ETH) and processing capability to handle wired and wireless data management and telematics. Telemaco3P processors also allow implementation of highly scalable systems throughout the wide variety of vehicle connectivity applications that require Linux and other Posix operating systems.
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